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Introduction. Let M be a compact connected riemannian manifold and
Δ the Laplacian acting on the space of C°°-funcΐions on M. The operator Δ
has a discrete spectrum consisting nonnegative eigenvalues with finite multi-
plicities. We denote by Spec M the spectrum of the Δ. Two compact con-
nected riemannian manifolds M and N are said to be isospectral to each other if
Spec M=SpeciV. The spectrum of a riemannian manifold gives a lot of
information about its riemannian structure, but it does not completely deter-
mine the riemannian structure in general. In fact, there exist two flat tori
which are isospectral but not isometric (by J. Milnor, see [1]). On the other
hand some distinguished riemannian manifolds are completely characterized
by their spectra as riemannian manifolds. The n-dimensional sphere Sn with
the canonical metric and the real projective space Pn(R) with the canonical
metric are completely characterized by their spectra as riemannian manifolds if
wfgό (see [1], [8]). Recently, it has been shown successively that a 3-dimen-
sional lens space M is completely determined by its spectrum as a riemannian
manifold; first by M. Tanaka [7] in the case the order ITΓ^M)! of the funda-
mental group of M is odd prime or 2-times odd prime, then by the author and
Y. Yamamoto [4] in a more general case, and finally by Y. Yamamoto [11] with-
out any restriction. These examples are riemannian manifolds of positive
constant curvature.
A connected complete riemannian manifold M ( d i m M ^ 2 ) of positive con-
stant curvature 1 is called a spherical space form. Now, we consider the problem;
(0.1) Is a spherical space form characterized by its spectrum among all spheri-
cal space forms ?
In this paper, we shall adapt one method to solve the problem and show affir-
mative results for the problem in the cases where spherical space forms are
3-dimensional and where spherical space forms are homogeneous.
Let Sn (n^2) be the w-dimensional sphere of constant curvature 1. If M
is an ^-dimensional spherical space form, then there exists a finite group G of
fixed point free isometries on Sn such that M is isometric to S*\G. Let Ek (k^O)
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be the eigenvalue k(k-\-n— 1) of the Laplacian on SnjG. The generating function
FG(z) associated to the spectrum of the Laplacian on S'JG is defined by
W = ΣJ (dim £*)**.
By the definition, the spectrum of the spherical space form determines
the generating function and the converse is also true. Clearly, for a lens space,
the generating function defined in the above is identical to the one defined in
[4]. In the paper [4], first we showed that the generating function of a lens
space has the unique meromorphic extension to the whole complex plane C.
And by the investigation of the Laurent expansion of the generating function
at poles, we proved the Main Theorem stated in [4j. The generating function
FG(z) of a spherical space form Sn/G has also the unique meromorphic exten-
sion to C. Their poles and the principal part of the Laurent expansion at
poles are closely related to the sets E(g) ( ^ G G ) consisting of eigenvalues of g>
with multiplicity counted, and to the set σ(G) consisting of orders of elements
in G. In 2, we investigate the positions, the orders of poles of FG(z) and the
sets E(g)y σ(g) and their relations.
Combining the results in 2 and the classification theorem of 3-dimensional
spherical space forms due to W. Threlfall and H. Seifert [9], we shall show in 4.
Theorem I. If two 3-dimensional spherical space forms are isospectral, then
they are isomenric.
An n-dimensional (n^2) compact riemannίan manifold is of constant cur-
vature K if n^S and the manifold is isospectral to a compact riemannian manifold
of constant curvature K. (See [1], [8]). Together this with Theorem I, we see
Theorem II . A Z-dimensional spherical space forms are completely charac-
terized by its spectrum as a riemannian manifold.
Homogeneous spherical space forms are completely classified by J.A.
Wolf [10]. Using his results, we shall investigate properties of the generating
function of a homogeneous spherical space form in more details. Then we
shall obtain in 5.
Theorem IΠ. Let M, N be spherical space forms. Suppose M is homogene-
ous and isospectral to N. Then N is isometric to M.
By the same reason as we have obtained the Theorem II, we see
Theorem IV. Homogeneous 5-dimensional lens spaces are completely charac-
terized by their spectra as riemannian manifolds.
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1. Spherical space forms and their spectra
Let *Sn (w^2) be the unit sphere centered at the origin in the (n+ ^-di-
mensional Euclidean space Rn+1. We denote by O(n+ί) the orthogonal group
acting on Rn+ι. A finite group G of O(n+1) is said to be a fixed point free subgroup
of O(n+1) if for any g^G with # Φ l
n + 1 (the unit matrix in O(n+1)), 1 is not an
eigenvalue of g. By the definition, a fixed point free finite subgroup G of O(n+1)
acts on Sn fixed point freely, so that the quotient space Sn/G becomes a rie-
mannian manifold of positive constant curvature 1 by the natural covering pro-
jection π of S" onto SnjG,
π:Sn-+SnIG.
Conversely, it is well known that any compact connected riemannian manifold
of positive constant curvature 1 is isometric to a quotient riemannian manifold
SnjG (n^2) with some fixed point free finite subgroup G of O(n+1). A com-
pact connected riemannian manifold of constant curvature 1 is called a spherical
space form.
EXAMPLES, i) Let G be a fixed point free finite subgroup of O(τz+1).
Suppose the order of G is one or two. Then G is {l
n+i} or {±ln+1}> respecti-
vely. These yield the sphere *Sn and the real projective space Pn(R).
ii) Let G be a fixed point free finite subgroup of O(2n) (n^2). Suppose G
is a cyclic subgroup of order q. Take a generator g of G. Then g is conjugate
in O(2n) to the element
h) o \
where pl7 * ,pn are integers prime to q such that the eigenvalues of g are
pi —pi ( cos2ττ0 sin2τr0\
exp W - l f and«φ W - l - ^ ( l £ £ ) d ^ ) [ j
Since G is conjugate in O(2n) to the fixed point free finite subgroup Gf= {g'k} l-l,
tha spsce S2"'1^ is isometric to the lens space L(q:p
u
 ••-,£„) (see [4]) as is seen
by Lemma 1.2 below
The following two lemmas give fundamental properties for spherical space
forms.
Lemma 1.1. i) Even dimensional spherical space forms are only the spheres
and the real projective spaces, ii) A finite fixed point free subgroup G of O(2ή) is
contained in the special orthogonal group S0(2n).
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Proof, i) Let G be a finite fixed point free subgroup of O(2n+l) (n^l).
Then for any £GG, det£ 2 =l. Since 2«+l is odd, g2 has an eigenvalue 1.
Hence, g2=l2n+i which implies g=lZn+i or £=-—1.2»+i Therefore G={l2n+i}
or {±l2n+i}.
ii) L e t ^ e G with £ φ l 2 n . Then the eigenvalues of g are yly 7i, •••, Ύ*, 7* and
— 1 with multiplicity 2(n—k), where 7i, ,7* are unimodular complex num-
bers ( Φ ± l ) , since G is fixed point free. Thus we have det£=( —l)2(n~*)ryi f?i
γA ?A==l. q.e d.
Lemma 1.2. Lei Stt/G and Sn/G' fo spherical space forms. Then Sn/G is
isometric to SnfG' if and only if G is conjugate to G' in O{n-\-V).
Proof. Let g be an isometry of SnjG onto SnjG'. Then there exists an
isometry g of Sn onto istself which covers the isometry g. Then isometry g
can be considered as an element of O(/z+l) and yields an conjugation between
G and G\ Conversely let g<=O(n+l) such that gGg~1=Gf. Then g induces
the isometry^ of Sn/G onto Sn/Gf such thatgπ(x)=π(gx) for any x^Sn. q.e.d.
For a differentiable manifold M, we denote by C°°(M) the space of complex
valued C°°-functions on M. Let Δ
o
 be the Laplacian on Rn+ι and (xl9 •• ,Λ?M+I)
» + l
the standard coordinate system on Rn+1. Set r2= ^x2. For &2^ 0, let Pk be
the space of complex valued homogeneous polynomials of degree k on Rn+1
and Hk the subspace of Pk consisting of harmonic polynomials on i?n+1,
# * = { / e P * : Δ 0 / = 0 } .
The group 0{n-\-\) acts on P*. The subspace ϋf* is a G-invariant subspace
and r2 is a G-invariant element of P2. We have a direct sum decomposition
(see [4]),
(1.1) P» = Hk®r2P"-\
where we put P " 1 = P " 2 = {0}.
The natural inclusion map i of S" into i?"+1 induces the restriction map
i* of C"(R*+1) into C"(5"),
»* : C~(i?»+1) -* C " ( 5 " ) .
The group O(n+ί) acts naturally on the spaces C°°(R"+1), C°°(S") and its actions
commute with the map i*.
Lemma 1.3. (See [4]). Let Jί* be the eigenspace with eigenvalue k(k+n— 1)
of the Laplacian on S". Then the map i* gives an O(n-\-l)-isomorphίsm Hk onto
Sί\
i* : H"^Jίk
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Let Sn/G be a spherical space form. Then the natural projection π in-
duces the injective map π* of C°°(SnIG) into C°°(Sn)y
π* : C-(SnIG) -^ C~(Sn).
We see easily
Lemma 1.4. The subspace π*(C°°(SnIG)) of C°°(Sn) consists of all G-invariant
functions on Sn.
Let A and Δ be the Laplacians on Sn and Sn/G, respectively. Then we
have for any/eC-(57G),
(1.3) & τ r * / = * * Δ / ,
since π is a locally isometric mapping.
By Lemma 1.3, Lemma 1.4 and (1.3), we have
Proposition 1.5. Let 3ίG and HG be the subspaces of Jίk and Hh consisting
of all G-invariant elements of Mk and Hk, respectively. Then the space (zr*)~1c^G
is the eigenspace with eigenvalue k(k-\-n— 1) of the Laplacian Δ on Sn[G and
isomorphic to HkG. Further, every eigenspace of Δ on SnjG obtained in this way.
2. The generating function associated to the spectrum of a spherical
space form
It is well known that the sphere Sn is not isospectral to the real projective
space P"(R) (cf.[l]) Together this fact with i) in Lemma 1.1, in case of even
dimensional spherical space forms, our isospectral problem is solved.
In [4], we defined the generating function associated to the spectrum of a
lens space. This generating function played an important role in our isospec-
tral problem for lens spaces. In this section, we also define the generating func-
tion associated to the spectrum of a spherical space form and study its properties.
Let M=S2n~ι\G (n^2) be a spherical space form with a fixed point free
finite subgroup G of SO(2ri).
DEFINITION. The generating function FG(z) associated to the spectrum
of the Laplacian on M is the generating function associated to the infinite sequence
{dim#S}r-o, i.e.,
FG(z) = Σ (dim HkG)zk.
fc=O
By the definition and Proposition 1.5, we have
Proposition 2.1. Let S2n~ιlG and S 2 ^ 1 / ^ ' be spherical space forms. Then
S2Λ"VG is isospectral to S2n'ιlGr if and only if
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Theorem 2.2. Let S2n"ιIG be a spherical space form. On the domain
r
: I z I < 1}, FG(z) converges to the function
n / \ 1 n 1—Z2
where | G \ denotes the order of G.
Proof. Let Xk, Xky be the characters of the natural representations of
SO(2ή) on Hk and P*, respectively. Then we have
(2.1)
and also by (1.1)
(2.2) X
where we put %. / =0 for ί > 0 .
If an element g^SO{2n) is conjugate to an element g'^SO(2ri) in O(2ή)>
then
Let g be an element in G of order q. Set γ=exp 2τr\/^ϊ/? And let y\
ψiy ...yrγpnyfyfin be the eigenvalues of g> where pup2> *"ypn a r e integers prime
to q. Then g is conjugate to the element
\ o *(t) in
Let (Λfι,yi, •• ,^
Λ
,^») be the standard euclidean coordinate system on R2n.
Put zi=χi+y/1Ilyi ( ί = l , 2, •••, w). Then the space P* has a base consisting of
all monomials of the forms
where IΊ, •• ,/
n
,>/i, * ,yΛ^0 and ίi+•••+/„+yi+ '+Λ=Λ. For any monomial
zr zf, we have
(2.4) g\z'-z') =
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By (2,2), (2.3) and (2.4), we have
= (!-**) §«
Σ Σ 7*Λ+ -+Ά—-V.
*=o (1+ +ί,+> 1+ +y1,=*
Σ (γ**)'« (γ>*)'.
Together this with (2.1), we obtain the theorem. q.e.d.
REMARKS, i) Let E(g) be the set of eigenvalues of g, with multiplicity
counted. Then we have
det ( l 2 .-£*) = Π ( 1 - 7 * ) = Π ( * - 7 ) .
ii) By the theorem, the generating function can be considered as a meromor-
phic function on the whole complex plane C and its poles are on the unit circle
Sι= {#£ C\ I I z I = 1}. This meromorphic extension of the generating function
to C is clearly unique.
In the followings, we consider the generating function associated to the
spectrum of a spherical space form SnjG as the meromorphic function of the
form in Theorem 2.2.
From i) in the above Remarks, we have
Corollary 2 3. Let S2n~ιIG and S2n-ιlGf be spherical space forms. Assume
there is a one to one mapping φ of G onto G' such that the set E(g)—the set
E(φ(g)) for any g(ΞG. Then S2n~ιlG is ίsospectral to S2n'ιlGf.
Corollary 2.4. Let S2n~ιlG and S2n-ιjG' be spherical space forms. Assume
S2n~ι\G is isospectral to S2"'1^1. Then we have \G\ = \G'\.
Proof. The generating function FG(z) has a pole of order In— 1 at z— 1 and
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This proves Corollary 2.4. q.e.d.
Let G be a finite group.
DEFINITIONS. Gk is the subset of G consisting of all elements of order k in
G. <r(G) is the set consisting of orders of elements in G.
We have
G = (J Gk (disjoint union).
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a fixed point free finite subgroup of SO(2n) (n^
Then the subset Gk is divided into the disjoint union of subsets C\, ••", C*1* such
that each C{ (t=l, 2, •••, ik) consists of all generic elements of some cyclic subgroup
of order k in G.
Proof. For any g^Gk> we denote by Ag the cyclic subgroup of G generat-
ed by g. For g, gf^Gk the cyclic group Agf]A/ is of order k if and only if
Ag=A/. Now the lemma follows immediately. q.e.d.
Lemma 2.6. Let g be an element in SO(2ή) (w2^2) and of order q(q^3).
Set y=exp 2π\/^ϊlq. Assume g has eigenvalues γ, γ"1, γ*i, y~\ •••, γ**, 7"^*
with multiplicities I, I, ily ily •••, ik, ik, respectively, where pu
 %
 ,pk are integers prime
to q with pi^β ±pj (mod q) (\^i<j^k), p{^±l (mod q) (i= 1, •••, k) and
ik = n Then the Laurent expansion of the meromorphic function
atz=rγis
< 2 5 >
+ the lower order terms.
Proof. We have
I - * 2
(Ύ— Ύ'1)1 *=1 (Ύ— Jpή%j(tγ—rί~pj)tj
=
 1-τ 2 A ( l v>
( 7 _ γ-i)' M l7*y+1(γ-*y+1—1)(1—γ-#y-i)J
=
 ι
-* π ί ί
(Ύ—-y"1)'y ' l γ ί i + 1 (γ- ί /- 1 - 'y- ί / + )γ
1-72 A ί 1 1 1'V
(γ_7-l)'(l_72).-/ /Λlγ-ίy+1 l_γ-ί r l j
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=
 (-i)V A ί__J l y>
(l_T2)»-i j* \ ί _ Ύ-Pj+i j _ Ύ-tri}
where we used the formula — = — {l—\/ —1 cot θ\ . q.e.d.
l £ - 2 V - i 0 2
Proposition 2.7. Lέtf G be a fixed point free finite subgroup of SO(2n)
(w^2), and let k^σ(G). We define a positive integer k0 by
k
o
 = 2n—l if k=ί or 2,
= max {max. of multiplicities of eigenvalues of g) if k^3.
Then the generating function FG{z) has a pole of order k0 at any primitive k-ih root
0/1.
Proof. It is easy to check that the generating function has poles of order
In— 1 at # = ± 1 . Hence, we may assume k^3. Let Gky C\> •••, Cl
k
 be as in
Lemma 2.5. Then we have
(2.6) J ^ j ^
1-
) 1 2 #J det (l 2 r t—^) «e#-βA det (\2n—gz) #
Set γ=exp 2π\/~^\jk. For any primitive Λ-ίA root γ ' of 1, where ί is an in-
teger prime to ky let
by the principal part of the Laurent expansion of FG(z) at z=ryt. Then each
coefficient a^t) is an element in the k-th cyclotomic field Q(j) over the rational
number field Q. The automorphism σt of Q(γ) defined by
transforms α,(l) to α, (ί) ( i = l , 2, •••, k0) by (2.6). Hence, it is sufficient to show
that the generating function F0(z) has a pole of order k0 at # = γ , that is, to
show βAo(l)=t=O.
Note
cot a—cot ό<0 if 0<i<α<7Γ .
Now, Proposition 2.7 follows immediately from (2.5) in Lemma 2.6 and (2.6).
q.e.d.
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From Proposition 2.7, we have
Corollary 2.8. Let 52n~7G and S2n~llGr be spherical space forms. Assume
S2n~ιlG is isospectral to S2n~ιlG\ Then, σ(G)=σ(G').
Proposition 2.9. Let S2n~ιIG and S2n~llG' be as in Corollary 2.8. Then
the numbers of elements of order 4 in G and Gr are equal
Proof. If g^SO(2n) is of order 4, then g has eigenvalues %/—7 and
—>/—1 with the same multiplicities n. Hence, we have
g) ' 4
where | G4 | is the number of elements in G4.
Now, Proposition 2.9 follows immediately from this formula. q.e.d.
3. Classification of 3-dimensional spherical space forms
The classification of 3-dimensional spherical space forms has been obtained
by W. Threllfall and H. Seifert [9] (see also [3], [5] and [10]). In this section,
we shall describe their results and study some properties of the finite subgroups
appearing in the classification.
Let 50(3) be the special orthogonal group acting on R4. It is well known
that the finite subgroups of 50(3) (up to conjugations in 50(3)) are given as
follows (for details, see [10]);
Z
m
\ the cyclic group of order m (m^ 1),
D2n: the dihedral group of order 2n (w^2),
T: the tetrahedral group of order 12,
O: the octahedral group of order 24,
/: the icosahedral group of order 60.
These groups are given in terms of generators and relations by the followings;
(3.1) ZU:A'=1,
(3.2) D»: A" = Bι=l, BAB'1 = A'1,
(3.3) T: A3 = P2=Q2=l, PQ = QP, APA~ι = Q , AQA~λ = PQ,
O \A P Q R l ,
' 1APA-1 = Q, AQA~ι = PQ, RPR-1 = QP, RQR~ι = Q~ι,
(3.5) /: A3 = B2 = C5 = ABC = 1.
Moreover, it is known that T is isomorphic to the alternating group At of 4-
symbols, O is isomorphic to the symmetric group S4 of 4-symbols and / is iso-
morphic to the alternating group A5 of 5-symbols.
Let H be the algebra of real quoternion numbers, which is a 4-dimensional
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vector space over the real number field R with basis {1, ί, y, k} such that i*=
j2=k2= — 1, ij— —ji=k, jk= —kj=i and ki= —ik=j.
H= {a+bi+cj+dk; α, b, c9
As usual, we have the conjugation on H over R given by
a+bi+cj+dk = a—bi—cj—dk.
The subset //"' = {#elf: qq=l} of J ϊ forms a multiplicative group, called
the group of unit quoternions, and it is isomorphic to the special unitary group
517(2) acting on C2.
REMARK. The element —1 is the only element of order 2 in H'.
Let H
o
 be the 3-dimensional real vector subspace of H with basis {ί, j , k},
which will be identified Rz by this basis. We have the map π of H' onto SO(3)
TΓ: H' -> 50(3)
defined by
π" gives a homomorphism of the group H' onto 50(3) and it is two-fold covering
map with π(q)=π(—q).
Lemma 3.1. Let g be an element of order t in 50(3). Then the orders of
elements of π~\g) are 2t and t for odd t, and 2t for even t.
Proof. Let s be an integer prime to t. Then we have
= I \ t J o
Now, our element g is conjugate to \ t / 0 , for some integer ί' prime to
\ 0 0 0/
t, in 50(3). Then the elements in π~\g) are conjugate in H' to ±(cos— +
sin—Λ] Suppose t is odd. Then we see easily that the orders of elements
^ 4 - s i n ^ ^ and — (cos— + sin—k\ are {t, 2t}. Next suppose t is
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even. Then we see easily that they have the same order 2t. q.e.d.
The finite subgroups of Hf (up to conjugations in H') are given as follows
(see [10]);
(3.6) Z
m
\ the cyclic group of order my
(3.7) Ώ*n=π~\D2i)\ the binary dihedral group of order 4ny
Df
n
 is also given by
Df
n
: A2n=Bi=l9 BAB'
1
 = A~ι,
in th terms of generators and relations,
(3.8) T*=π~\T): the binary tetrahedral group of order 24,
(3.9) O*=τr~1(O): the binary octahedral group of order 48,
and
(3.10) I*=π~1(I): the binary icosahedral group of order 120.
The groups Γ*, O*, I* are called the binary polyhedral groups.
Before describing the classification theorem, we need other two types of
finite groups.
The finite group D'2kn (k^t3, n odd and n^3) of order 2kn is defined as
follows.
Let Z2k be a cyclic subgroup of order 2* of H
r
 and Df
n
 the binary dihedral
group of order An. Let Z2k-ι be the cyclic subgroup of order 2*""
1
 of Z2* and
let Z2n be the cyclic normal subgroup of order In of Dfn generated by A in
(3.7). Let φ be the isomorphism of the quotient group Z2kjZ2k-ι onto DfnjZ2n.
Set
(3.11) A
 +i. = {(*, y)tΞZ*xDZ: [y] = φ([*])} ,
where [x]9 [y] mean the quotient classes in Z2k\Z2h-\ and Dfn\Z2n. Then we
define
(3.12) A'*, = £»•»•/{(-!, - 1 ) , (1, 1)}
Next, the finite group Ti*
n
(k^l) of order 3*8 is defined as follows.
Let Z3k and I
7
* be as before, considered as subgroup of H'. Let J2Γ3*-i
be the cyclic subgroup of order 3*"1 of Zzk. Let H8 be the inverse image of
π of the subgroup of T generated by P and Q in (3.3). The group H8 is a
normal subgroup of T* and is isomorphic to Df. Then the quotient groups
ZzkjZzk-i and Γ*/JJ8 ^re isomorphic to Zz. Hence, there exist only two iso-
morphisms ψ
u
 ψ2 of ZzkjZzk-i onto T*jH8.
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Let φ be an isomorphism of Z3k/Z3k-i onto Γ*/£Γ8. We define
(3.13) T'Mφ) = {{x, y)<=Z3>x T*: [y] = φ([x])} ,
where [x]> \y\ denote the quotient classes in each factor group. It is easy to
see T3*
s
(ψi) is isomorphic to T^βOΨ^ I n the followings, we denote by 2V*8
the finite group isomorphic to one of the above groups. Note that T^χ.s= T*.
For two integers a and b, we denote by (a,b) the greatest common divisor
of a and b.
Theorem 3.2 (W. Seifert and H, Threlfall [9], see also [5] and [10]).
Let S3jG be a 3-dimensional spherical space form. Then G is isomorphic to
one of the following groups of type (/), (//), (///), (IV), (V) and (VI).
(I) the group Z
m
 with m^ί,
(II) the group ZqxD2kn with (q, 2w)=l, &^>3, n is odd and τz^3,
(///) the group ZqXDfn with (q, 2n)=1 and n^29
(IV) the group Zq X Γ3'*8 with (q> 6)=1 and k ^  1,
(V) the group Zq X O* with (q, 6)=1,
(VI) the group Zq X /* with (qy 30)=1.
Moreover, let S3JGr be an another spherical space form. Assume G is isomorphic
to G' and is not of type (I). Then G is conjugate to G' in 0(4), so that S3JG is
isometric to S3jG'.
REMARK. If G is of type (I), then S3/G is a lens space as stated in examples
of 1. For the isometric conditions for lens spaces, see [4].
In the latter half of this section, we shall study some properties of the
finite groups appearing in the above theorem.
Lemma 3.3. Let Z2n be the cyclic subgroup of Dfn generated by the element
A in (3.7). Then all the elements of (Df
n
—Z2r) are of order 4.
Proof. Any element in the set (D*»—Z2n) is uniquely writen as BA\ where
Using the elementary relations in (3.7), we have
(BAJ = BA'BA*
= BAf-ι(AB)A*
= (BA*-1)2
= B2.
Hence, the element BA* is of order 4. q.e.d.
From this lemma, we have directly the following two corollaries.
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Corollary 3.4. Let G=ZqxD% be of type (III) in Theorem 3.1. Then
the number of the elements of order 4 in G is In for odd n and 2n+2 for even n,
respectively.
Corollary 3.5. Let G=ZqxDfn be as in Corollary 3.4. Then we have
Lemma 3.6. Let G=D2kn be a finite group as in (3.11). Then we have
σ(D'2kn) = {2*, 2*V : 0^k'<k, n' divides n} .
Proof. The group A*+1» is divided into two subsets, X=Z2k-iχ Z2n and
Y=(Z2k—Z2*-ήx{Dfn—Z2n). Since k^3, the sets of orders of elements in X
and Y are {2*V: 0^,k'<k, n' divides n) and {2*}, respectively. It is easy
to see that the union of these sets coincides with the set σ(D2kn)9 since k^3.
q.e.d.
From this lemma, we see easily
Corollary 3.7. Let G=ZqXD'2*n be a finite group of type (II). Then
i) maxσ(G)=2*-1nα=—•
ii) 2kq' e σ(G) if and only if q' divides q.
Lemma 3.8. Let G=ZqxD2kn be as in Corollary 3.7. Then the number of
elements of order 4 in G is 2.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the number of elements of order 4 in
D2κ is 2. Let X and Y be the sets as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Since k^3,
any element in Y does not yield an element of order 4 in D2kn. Let (x9y)&X.
By [(#,}>)], we mean its quotient class in D2kn. If [(xy y)] is of order 4, then
the order of y must be one or two, i.e., j = ± l > (as elements in H'), since n is
odd. Thus, x must be of order 4. But the elements of order 4 in Z2k-i consists
of two elements which differ in sign (as elements in H'). Therefore the
number of the elements of order 4 in D2kn is 2. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.9. Let T* be the binary tetrahedral group and H
s
 the subgroup
of Z7* defined before. Then σ( T*-H&)= {3, 6}.
Proof. Let T be the group as in (3.3). Then T is isomorphic to the
alternating group A4 of 4 symbols 1, 2, 3 and 4. We use the usual notations
for permutations (see [2]). Then the subgroup τr(£Γ8) corresponds to the sub-
group A = {1,(1,2) (3,4), (1,3) (2,4), (1,4) (2,3)}. Since AA-DA ( = {(1,2,3),
(1,3,2), (1,2,4), •••}) consists of all 3-cycles in A4y we have <r(AA—DA)={3}.
Now, Lemma 3.9 follows from Lemma 3.1. q.e.d.
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Lemma 3.10. Let G=T'3k8 be the finite group defined in (3.13). Then
σ(G)={3*, 2-3*, 4-3*', 2-3*', 3*': l^
Proof. We divide the set G into two subsets, X=Z3k-iχHg and Y=
G-X. The orders of elements in X are 3*', 2-3*', 4-3*' (1^Λ'<&). On the
other hand, since σ(T*—H
s
)={3, 6} and σ(Z3*—Z3*-i)={3*}, the orders of
elements in the set Y are 3* and 2 3*. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.11. We have σ(O*)= {1, 2, 3, 6, 8} and σ(/*)= {1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6,
10}.
Proof. This follows directly from the facts that O is isomorphic to S4
and / is isomorphic to A5. q.e.d.
By Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11, we have
Corollary 3.12. Let G
ιY=Zqx T'3k8y Gw=ZqxO* and GYι=ZqXl* be
finite groups of type (IV), (V) and (VI), respectively. Then max o-(GIV)— I V ' ,
m a x σ ( G
v
) = J ^ L and maxσ(GV I)=-l^ϋϊi, respectively.6 12
4. Proof of Theorem I
Let S3/G and SzjG' be spherical space forms and FG(z), FG'(z) their
generating functions. Suppose FG(z) = FG'(z). Then we obtained in 2 the
followings;
(4.1) | G | = | G ' | ,
(4.2) σ(G)=<r(G'), particularly maxσ(G)=maxσ(G/).
(4.3) The numbers of elements of order 4 in G and G' are equal.
First, suppose G is of type (I), i.e., G is cyclic. Then maxσ(G)= |G | .
By (4,1), (4.2), we have maxσ(G')= \G'\. This implies G' is also cyclic.
Thus S3/G, S3/G' are lens spaces. Hence, 53/G is isometric to SZ\G' by [4],
[7] and [11]. Next, suppose G is of type (II). Then by Corollary 3.5, 3.7
and 3.12, G' is of type (II) or type (III). Comparing the numbers of elements
of order 4 in G and Gf (Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.8), we see G' is of type
(II). Let G=ZqxD'2kn and G'=Zq<χD'2k>n' Then by Lemma 3.6, k=k'.
From ii) in Corollary 3.7, q=q' Hence, n=n'. These implies G is isomorphic
to G\ Thus S3IG is isometric to S3/G\ Suppose G is of type (III). Then
G' is also of type (III), by Corollary 3.5 and 3.12. By Corollary 3.4, we can
see easily G is isomorphic to G\ Hence, by Theorem 3.2, *S3/G is isometric
to SPjG'. Finally, suppose G is of type (IV), (V) or (VI). Then by Corollary
3.12, we obtain G' is of the same type as G and isomorphic to G. By Theorem
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3.1, this means S3/G is isometric to S3/G'. Thus the proof is completed.
q.e.d.
5. The spectrum of a homogeneous spherical space form
In this section, we shall show a homogeneous spherical space form is com-
pletely characterized by its spectrum among all spherical space forms. First,
we recall the classification of homogeneous spherical space forms due to J.A.
Wolf.
Theorem 5.1 (See [10]). Let G be a fixed point free finite subgroup of
SO(2ή) (n^2). Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. S2n~ιjG is a riemannian homogeneous space.
2. For any g^G, either £ = ± 1 2 Λ or there is a unίmodular complex number
λ such that half the eigenvalues of g are λ and the other half are X.
3. Either (i) G is cyclic of order #2^1, and G is conjugate to the image of
Zq={^γtz\ under the representation τ φ . . 0 τ (n-times) of Zv where ^(gt)=
R(t/q)czSO(2)y or (ii) G is isomorphic to a binary dihedral or binary polyhedral
group P*, n is even and G is conjugate to the image of P * under the representation
p θ Θp ί~—times) of P*, where p: P*(Z(the group of unit quoternions)=
SU(2)cSO(4).
Let S2n~ι(G be a homogeneous spherical space form. Then by 2 in Theorem
5.1, for any element g in G with g^F±l2n, g has only two eigenvalues λ, X
with the same multiplicities n.
Lemma 5.2. Let S2n~ιjG be a spherical space form and λ a unίmodular com-
plex number with λ Φ ± 1 Then we have
where N
λ
(G) denotes the number of elements in G of which eigenvalues are λ and
X with the same multiplicities n.
Proof. We have
.. .χ« l - # 2 1 - λ 2
If g^G with ^Φzb^nj then the multiplicities of eigenvalues of g are at most n.
These imply the lemma. q.e.d.
Now, we give a proof of Theorem III.
Let S2M-γG, S2»-ιlG' be spherical space forms. Assume S2n'ιIG is homo-
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geneous riemannian manifold and isospectral to S2n~ιIG'. By Theorem 5.1,
we have
2 N
λ
(G) = 2( IGI - 2 ) if IG | is even,
= 2 ( | G | - 1 ) if | G | i s o d d ,
where the summation runs through all unimodular complex numbers which are
eigenvalues of some g^G with £=t=±l2» By Lemma 5.2, we have
Since | G | = | G'\ by Corollary 2.4, we see
= N
λ
(G').
Hence, we have
2 N
λ
{G') = 2( I G'\ - 2 ) if I G'\ is even,
- 1 ) if | G ' | i s o d d .
This implies that any g^G with £ φ ± l 2 r t has only two eigenvalues with the
same multiplicities n. Therefore S2n~1/G/ is a riemannian homogeneous mani-
fold by Theorem 5.1. By 3 in Theorem 5.1, G, Gr are isomorphic to one of
the groups Zqi D?n, I
7
*, O* or /*. On the other hand, we have seen before
(Corollary 3.5 and 3.12), max σ(Zq) = \Zq\ = q, maxσ(D4*)= i^ l s l =2n,
max
 £ r(Γ*)=i^-=6, max σ(O*)=-^J-=8 and max σ{I*)=M*± = 10. By
T* O lid
the assumption, we have <r(G)=σ(Gf), particularly max σ(G)=max <r(G'). From
these facts, we see that G is isomorphic to G'. This completes the proof by 3
in Theorem 5.1. q.e.d.
Appendix. In the proof of the Main theorem in [11], Y. Yamamoto
assumed that our isospectral problem for 3-dimensional lens spaces is equi-
valent to some number theoretical problem (Lemma in the below). For the
completeness, we give a proof of it in this appendix.
Let a(u:p,q) denote the number of lattice points (x,y)^Z2 such that
(i) \x\ + \y\ ^ u (ii) x-\-py=0 (mod*?), where u,p, q are given integers with p
prime to q. Let p' be another integer prime to q. Let L(q:p) and L(q:p') be
3-dimensional lens spaces defined in [4]. In [4] and [11], the author and Y.
Yamamoto proved.
Theorem. If the lens space L(q:p) is isospectral to the lens space L{q\pf)
then they are isometric.
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In [11], Y. Yamamoto assumed the following lemma to show the above
theorem for any composite number q.
Lemma. The spaces L(q:p)> L{q:p') are isospectral if and only if
a(u:p, q)=a(u:p, q') for every positive integer u.
Proof. We retain the notations in [4]. Let G={gk}kZl be the cyclic
subgroup of SO(4) defining the lens space L(q:p)=S3IG, where £ = ( Λ C//>)G
C/(2)cSO(4) and γ = exp 2^%/^!/?. Let Ek(k+2) be the eigenspace of the
Laplacian on L(q:p) with the eigenvalue k(k+2). Then the dimension of
Ek(k+2)y dim2?ftα+2)> is the dimension of the space consisting of ^-invariant ele-
ments in Hk9 because g is a generator of G. Let PG be the space of G-
invariant homogeneous polynomials of degree k on I?4. By (2.2) in [4], we
have
dim Ek(k+2) = dim PG—dim PkG"2.
From (3.3) in [4], dim PG is equal to the number of the set
(ii) h+i2+ji+J2 = k
We can define the injection map ψ of I(k—2: p, q) into I(k: p, q) by
Ψ(h, h, ju J2) = (h> *2+1, ju J2+1)
By this map, we can see easily dim Ek(k+2) is equal to the number of the set
( i ) i-j+py=o (modj),)
3
:(ii) i+j+\y\ = k,
(iii) i^O, i^O
Put χ=i—j in the above. Then the number of the above set is equal to the
number of the set
( i ) x+py=0 (modq),)
(j,x,y)ζΞZ*: (ii) 2j+x+\y\=k
Λ
(iii) j+x^O, 7^0
From this, we see easily the number of the above set is equal to the number of
the set
J(k:p,q) =
( i ) x+py=0 (mod q),)
(x,y)(=Z2: (ii) x+y=2 (mod k),
(iii) \x\ + \y\gk
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It is clear that J(k: p,q)=J{k: p',q) for every positive integer k if and only
if a(u: p, q)=a(u: p't q) for every positive integer u. This completes the proof
of the lemma. q.e.d.
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